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The Report of the Law Library
July 1, 1983- June 30, 1984
Myron Fink, Law Librarian

I will begin this part of the Report by briefly

revie~1ing

some of the

important decisions I made as Law Librarian this past year.
1.

Centralized Decision Making

Administratively, the Law Library is structured into departments or
units with heads and supervisors reporting directly to the Law Librarian.
In theory, all decisions are made by the Law Librarian who acts on the
recommendations of, or after consultation with, staff heads.

In recent

years, this line of decision-making has become blurred somewhat partly because of an effort to share responsibility widely among our faculty and
staff and partly because of the way we have been making decisions, i.e.,
in structured, monthly group meetings.
This past year, structured, monthly group meetings were discontinued
and the structure of decision making was clarified to remove any doubts
about who is responsible for decision making in the library.

Department and

unit heads were reminded that all policies and procedures in the Law
Library are those adopted by the Law Librarian, directly or by delegation.
Changes in existing policies and procedures may not be made without the
approval of the Law Librarian.

If changes of significance are made without

prior approval, these need to be confirmed promptly by the Law Librarian.
In place of monthly group meetings, decisions are being made by the Law
Librarian in ad hoc group meetings and in periodic meetings with indi~idual
1 ibrary faculty and supervisory staff members.

In theory, if not wholly in

practice, there is no longer reason to confuse consultation with decisionmaking nor should anyone be unclear about where the authority to make decisions lies.

.
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2.

Computer Services

This past year, a decision was made to add Westlaw to our already
existing Lexis system.

This doubling of our involvement in legal computer

systems together with the onrush of other library computer technology made
clear that responsibility for this area needed to be centralized.

To this

end, Lorraine Lester was moved from head of Technical Services to assume this
new and important responsibility.

Ms. Lester will hereafter be responsible

for all computer services in the library, a job for which she is admirably
equipped.

In addition, she will continue to serve as Administrative Assis--

tant to the Law Librarian and will be performing at his direction a variety
of professional tasks.
3.

Microform management.

The amount of loose microfilmand microfiche in the library is accumulating rapidly at present.

A continuing fast rate of growth in numbers is

reaching levels and approaching the point where manageable controls are
needed.

It was decided this past year to create a new position in the

library, a Microform Specialist, to deal with this problem.

This will be

a part-time position in the Reference Center.
4.

Special Collections.

In 1983-84, the Law Library was without a Special Collections Librarian,
a position vacated previously and not filled because of university fiscal
needs.

It was decided last year to hire a part-time Special Collections

Librarian to regain the momentum lost in the previous year in collection
development and liaison.
Funds for the above mentioned Microform Specialist and for the
Special Collections position are available from an allocation of $15,000
made to the Law Library by the Provost in the 1984/85 budget.
The new Special Collections Librarian will be primarily responsible for
2
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continued development of the Mexican-Latin American Law Collection and
will share responsibility with the Law Librarian in developing the library's
other special collections.

Liaison and reference work with law faculty and

students, the American Indian Law Center, University faculty and students,
lawyers and with the public will be an important part of this person's duties.
It should be mentioned here that cataloging of Spanish language materials in the Law Library is now being handled satisfactorily by members of
Technical Services.

Gift and exchange work, also formerly delegated to the

Special Collections Librarian, is presently being handled by the Law Librarian
and other staff members.

The assumption underlying the decision to go with

a part-time Special Collections Librarian is that all of these tasks are
being and can continue to be handled satisfactorily-by other staff.
5.

Technical Services
Two major decisions were made this past year in Technical Services.

The first, administrative, was designed to eliminate the position of
Technical Services Librarian and substitute a decentralized system with the
two supervisors of Technical Services staff, Jerry Phillips and Victor
Whitmore, reporting directly to the Law Librarian. This decision frees
Ms. Lester for other assignments, permits the supervisors to get their concerns dealt with more directly and promptly and permits the Law Librarian
to become more involved in Technical Services matters. The second major
decision was to adopt the OCLC Acquisitions Sub-system in Technical Services
on a trial basis for one year to actually experience the system in full
and accurately measure the systems pros and cons.

What is persuasive here

is that we lose little by doing this since it does not require a filechange over like the OCLC Serials Sub-system now being implemented in the
library.

On the other hand_, there are many hoped for improvements, in record

keeping and validity of order records as well as improved access to
3
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17fl~quisitions "current orders" and "orders received" records for use by
Reference, Cataloging and other library departments.

Modernization of the

Acquisitions Unit will bring it in line with automation in Cataloging, Serials
and Circulation and help integrate the various Technical

Ser~ices

Department

functions via OCLC.
Another decision worthy of mention was to not replace a part-time clerk
position in Technical Services which became vacant by the sudden death of
Pat Lloyd.

Ms. Lloyd was responsible for federal depository materials and

mail check-in.

These duties will be handled by existing staff and by the

hiring of a part-time student.
6.

Reference Center
A host of decisions were made this past year about the Reference Center

which promises to usher in a new level of activity there.

For the first

time last year, Reference Assistants were asked to assume formal teaching
duties by instructing first year students in Legal Bibliography.

This

coming year, we are expanding this teaching experience by additional class
contact meetings and by enlarging the teaching staff to include all members
of the Reference Center.

In 1984-85, all members of the Reference Center

will be asked to assume formal teaching duties in connection with LexisWestlaw training:

Reference Assistants to teach the introductory material

to all students; Richard Bowler and Thaddeus Bejnar to prepare teaching
materials for advanced training.

Thus, the Reference Center staff is taking

a quantum leap in the direction of formal teaching of law students.

This

is a step beyond responding to and reaching out to various publics with
reference service.

The Reference Center staff will in effect become a

teaching arm of the Law Library as well as a Reference Center.

4
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Lorraine Lester, Head of Computer Services, wi 11 be helping to teach
the introductory training on Lexis-Westlaw and will be in charge of administration and planning.
A second series of decisions concerned the staffing of the Reference
Center.

Lorraine Lester was asked to man the Reference Center Desk on a

regular basis; Sharon Montgomery, Library Secretary, was asked to lend support; the new Microform Specialist will also be trained in reference work.
In addition to this beefed up staff support, Thaddeus Bejnar, our new Legal
Research Librarian, brings unusual depth to the Center staff because of his
interest and experience in law practice, Indian Law, computers and librarianship (he is currently enrolled in library school).

Thus a conscious effort

is underway to strengthen reference services in the library.
Finally, decisions have been made to physically expand the Reference
Center and to provide it in the immediate future with computer terminais
for OCLC and for the UNM Circulation/Inventory System. Access to cataloging,
serial records and acquisitions activity by means of the OCLC terminal
and terminal access to the card catalogs of the Law and Zimmerman libraries
will significantly add to the range of reference help that the Center can
provide.
The above decisions make clear that the Reference Center is expanding
the scope of its operations by adding new teaching functions, by augmenting
its staff, and by integrating with the library's other automation systems.
7.

On-line Book Circulation System
This past year, I requested and received permission to use accumulated

salary money in the Law Library budget to pay for equipment and installation
costs needed to start up an on-line book circulation system by the summer
of 1984. Approximately $10,000 became available to us for this purpose.

5
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Implementation of the on-line book circulation system is now scheduled for

Fall 1984.
8.

Friends Supported Library Projects
This past year, the Law Library received contributions of $2,000 and

$1,000 which I requested from the Friends of the UNM Libraries to build an
American Indian display case and to begin a project of library plant
beautification. The display case built adjacent to the American Indian Law
Collection will be operational in the Fall of 1984. The project for library
plant beautification is presently being contracted for.

These library

enhancements will contribute much to the attractiveness of the library.

The above part of my Report summarizes the more important decisions
that I made as Law Librarian this past year.

Following the practice of

past years, reports of activities by library department and unit heads are
appended to give more detailed information.

I would like to conclude my

Report by commenting briefly on some of the activities of these departments
and units, touch on problems that will need to be addressed and end by detailing other activities that I have been involved in this year.

Circulation Department:
Ken Shoemaker, Circulation Head, reports that we are succeeding perhaps too well in becoming a service library, i.e., we are really used by
people.

This is a tribute to our service orientation and our efforts to

innovate and reach out to people.

Each year, more people use our library.

This creates more work for the staff at the Desk and wear and tear on books,
equipment and facilities in general.

Because of greater use each year, we
6
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need to pay more attention to book repair and replacement, repair or replacement of carpets, machines, etc.

This in turn, requires more staff,

more money for equipment and repair of facilities, quality training and
supervision to maintain high standards of service under the increasing
pressure.
Administratively, we need to shift from 100% reliance on Work Study
student help to a ratio of 50% W/S and a 50% part-time student employment
at the Desk.

With part-time student help (non W/S), we can control student

length of service better, be more selective, be less vulnerable to outside competition in hourly rates and cut-off in federal funds.

The

continuous turnover in W/S students at the Desk drains the supervisor's
time and seriously affects the amount of shelf reading performed by the
Desk staff.

Reduced shelf reading this past year due to student turnover

affected patrons looking for books and the efficiency of our Reference
Center.

Also, when automated system training begins at the Desk in the

Fall of 1984, the training period for new student help will be stretched out
from three to six weeks. Since .the average .empl,oyment period of a W/S student
is five months, it means that l/3 of the employment period (6 weeks) will
be spent in training.
In 1984-85, when the ·Desk is automated, I plan to set a goal of 50%
non ri/S student help at the Circulation Desk to help alleviate these
problems.

To do this, we will have to find additional library salary money

for student employment.
Ken Shoemaker and Victor Whitmore, cataloging head, have been in charge
of the planning and implementation of the On-Line Circulation Inventory
System at the Circulation Desk in 1g94 and will continue their collaboration
until the project is completed.

They will be responsible for implementation

and staff training as well as system security (decisions on passwords, levels
of access, etc).
7
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In 1984-85, we will go on-line at the Circulation Desk, a major change
and challenge for this department.
and some complaints from patrons.

We anticipate some bugs in the system
At this reporting next year, we will

understand better what we are about.

Reference Department:
In addition to changes in the Reference Center alluded to previously
in this Report, mention should be made of changes this past year in library
photocopy services to inmates of N.M. correctional institutions. At the
suggestion of Richard Bowler, head of our Reference Center, the N.M. Dept.
of Corrections has agreed to take primary responsibility for prison photocopy requests, not only from within the Dept. of Corrections, but also from
inmates in county jails (well over 50% of all photocopy requests to us came
in the past from inmates in county jails).

The effect of this decision will

be to greatly expand photocopy services to inmates in N.M. institutions since
the N.M. Dept. of Corrections will advertise this service. The effect on
the Reference Center will be to free our staff to act as a back up (rather
than a primary source) of this service so that we can deal more adequately
with difficult requests which cannot otherwise be filled.

Serials Unit:
1983-84 was a year in which we began to implement the OCLC Serials
Sub-system in the Law Library.

Results so far have been most gratifying

(see Serials Dept Annual Report p. 45 of this report). Our success to date is
due to the work and commitment of Jerry Phillips, Assistant Technical Services
Librarian, who has assumed personal responsibility for this project.
8
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In the Report of the Law Library 1982-83, I described on page 3 the
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formation of an ongoing Serials Review Project "to establish guidelines for
a periodic and continuing review of serials and periodicals and to rank the
great bulk of serials in a hierarchy so that future decisions on renewal and
cancellation could be readily made.

This past year, members of the Reference

Center staff continued to work with me on this project.
was able to report to the Dean of the Law School:

In March 1984, I

"We have been reviewing

our serials carefully and cutting marginal serials - it is beginning to have
some effect".

Indeed, I was able to report to the Dean then that, for the

first time in many years, the library appeared to be holding its own financially and that serious deficits were not threatening.

We are in this

position today in large part because of the excellent support that the Law
Library received from the Law School Dean and Alumni in 1982-83.

(In May

1984, the Law Library received from the Law School Alumni Contingency Fund
an additional donation of $2920.)

Cataloging Unit:
In The Report of the Law Library, 1982.-83, I described on page 1 the
splendid work done by the Technical Services staff in implementing the
Circulation/Inventory System in the Law Library.

In his Report for the

Cataloging Department pp. 46-49 of this report, Victor Whitmore, Head, reports
that this system technically known as Data Phase ALIS II, "has demonstrated
its adequacy as a library system incorporating automated circulation possibilities with on-line bibliographic access.

Public access capabilities

exist within the system at present, requiring only the purchase and installation of additional terminals within the Library to make possible the
dismantling of the various bibliographic card files, and the implementation
of total 1ibrary automation 1' .
9
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While there is not total agreement within the Law Library that Data
Phase ALIS II is the system that will replace the public card catalog,
there is a concensus that we are well on our way toward such goals.

In

the immediate years ahead, the computer terminal will become commonplace
not only in internal library operations, but also in public access to various
library bibliographic files.

It is exciting to document the progress made

toward automation in the Law Library ever since the OCLC Cataloging Subsystem was adopted here in 1976. This time next year, the Law Library will
be part of the OCLC automated systems for Acquisitions as well as for
Cataloging, Inter-library loan and Serials.

This puts our library at the

forefront of law library automation in the United States.

Considering our

relatively modest-size staff and budget, this is an achievement we can be
very proud of.

Book/Serial Financial Support:
I wish to acknowledge here the substantial financial support in the
form of a special allocation of $20,000 received from the Provost of the
University of New Mexico for books and serials in 1983-84.

This contribu-

tion, together with the support received last year·and an additional gift
this year of $2920 from the UNM Law School Alumni, have helped to reduce
our deficits for books and serials.

In the past year, I chaired the Law School Library Committee, served
on the Law School Curriculum Committee, taught a 2 credit hour seminar in
Law and Social Change in both the Fall and Spring semesters, taught a 1 credit
hour class in Injunctions in the Spring semester and attended the American
Association of Law Libraries Annual

~1eeting

10
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Finally, the library staff joins me in noting with regret and sorrow
the death this past year of Patricia Ann Lloyd.

Pat was a member of the

Technical Services staff for about 10 years and was a much valued and
loved person. In her memory, a Rio Grande cottonwood tree was planted north
of the law school building by members of the library staff and friends.

THE REPORT OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
July l, 1983- June 30, 1984
Lorraine Lester

The administrative Unit of the Law Library is composed of the Administrative Assistant, Lorraine Lester, and the Department Secretary, Sharon
Montgomery, and Bookkeeping Assistant, Susan Thompson.
Personnel records and procedures, payroll, invoice payments, supplies,
equipment and service orders, and budget management are handled in this area.
It was decided to enhance the functions of the Department Secretary by introducing legal reference training in the Reference Center with a plan of
expanding reference assistance coverage in the future.

To enable Ms.

Montgomery to work with the Reference Dept., an additional work-study position was added to the Secretary's station to provide backup for typing and
receptionist functions.
With the adoption of the OCLC Acquisitions Sub-system, an alternative
to invoice payments for books and serials was provided.

The Bookkeeping

Assistant was trained on the system along with Acquisitions and other Techll

'•
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nical Services Personnel.

It is intended to try to use the computer system

to account for encumbered money amounts which might be broken down by
subjects and other categories of book ordering. As invoices are paid, more·
immediate balances in budget categories are available through the incorporation of this system.
We are looking into the possible use of the University main-frame to
assist with accounting procedures if the Acquisitions sub-system is not
effective.
A look at job descriptions and classifications will be undertaken in
the next year.

A new position, Microforms Specialist was described and

procedures were followed to incorporate it into the existing staff structure.

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT ACTIVITIES 1983/84
Kenneth L. Shoemaker, Head, Circ.

Summary
For the fourth consecutive year, substantial increases in demands on
library materials and facilities as well as Circulation Dept. services have
been experienced.

An overall 5% increase in general book circulation was

noted, with a staggering 20% increase in the use of Class Reserves and an
even more remarkable 29% increase in the circulation of Desk Reserves. In
the interlibrary loans section, requests from other libraries increased 5.5%,
down from the 16.6% increase experienced over the previous twelve months.

12
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These increases, combined with buqget limitations and the continuing
high rate of staff and student employee turnover, presented us with perhaps
our most difficult year yet in trying to manage and maintain the condition
of the facilities and library collections.
Another challenge during the year was the poor quality of service
provided by the janitorial contractor.

Bathrooms were seldom well main-

tained, table and shelf surfaces rarely cleaned and dusted, and general
vacuuming and maintenance inadequate.

I made numerous personal contacts

concerning these problems throughout the year, unfortunately without much
success.

However, perhaps as a result of a strongly worded "letter of

concern" written by me and endorsed by the majority of library staff, the
new cleaning contract was awarded to a different vendor.

In addition, many

specifications of the new contract were designed with direct input from me
(for the first time) and a new inspection process implemented, allowing my
participation in the .official regimen of documenting and reporting cleaning
problems.
Progress continued in the implementation of the new automated circulation system, now scheduled to go on-line in mid-October, 1984. The usual
number of projects were undertaken and completed, perhaps the most important
of which being the increased participation by the Operations Supervisor in
the management of the Circulation Department.

Loren Hines, the current

Oper. Supvr., worked successfully throughout the year to learn and take
respo~sibility

'

for hiring and training staff and students at the Desk, a

function requiring increasing amounts of time and effort (see "Personnel").
Activities and Projects
The new university-wide telephone system was installed in early February.

Very few problems were experieilced, due in part to our careful and
13
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thorough planning and coordination.

By early June, nearly all change

orders and equipment adjustments had been completed, and the library staff
was well acquainted with the features and procedures for using the new
system.

The remaining problems all concern equipment replacements. The

delay is a result of the confusion (campus-wide) as to whether the university
is responsible for paying for these replacements/changes (called "new equipment orders") or whether the vendor, UCS, Inc., is responsible (called
"installation reconciliations").

The issue is whether the installed equip-

ment was what was originally ordered by the department or was installed erroneously as the fault of the vendor.

I anticipate all problems will have been

corrected by September l, 1984.
New policies and procedures for the use of audio and video cassettes
on reserve in the library were developed to improve accountability and
provide inventory capability.

The person from the video center placing

the tape on reserve is responsible for entering it on the Class Reserve
Booklist, and for updating this list regularly to reflect what is actually
on reserve at any given time.
A significant amount of work went into the microform collection during
the past year.

Cabinets were .shifted and expanded, new drawer labels were

made, and a complete floorplan was drawn up, showing location and contents
of the entire microform collection.

Kim Elam completed this project and

did an outstanding job.
The library's "sound screen" system was inoperative from November
through early May, due to the failure of the main amplifier.

However, when

the repairman was troubleshooting the problem, he discovered a flaw in the
design and installation of the entire system, and it took nearly six months
to correct.

The total cost of repair was greatly reduced by having the old

equipment remodeled, instead of purchasing new amplifiers and cables which
14
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could have cost as much as $3,000.00.
Several projects related to the automated curculation system were
completed during the year.

Cabinets for housing the two terminals at the

Circulation Desk were designed and installed, with emphasis on security and
durability.

Borrower's cards were designed and printed, and a system was

developed for laminating them in-house.

Victor and Ken began planning for

several other aspects of the implementation's final phase, including publicity, installation and training.
Personnel
Judy Neff resigned effective June 30, 1983, to accept a position at
another library.

She was replaced by Mary Margaret Mcintyre on July 20, lg83.

Judy is to be credited with restoring the overdues/reserves section to an
orderly and well maintained operation, and I wish to thank her very much for
her efforts.

Ms. Mcintyre has continued in the same vein, and has done

simply an outstanding job, requiring virtually no supervision.

I wish to

acknowledge her fine contribution to the successful operation of the department, and to thank her most sincerely.
Greg Boardley resigned effective May 25, 1984, to seek employment out
of state.

He was replaced by Linda Smith on June 18, 1984. Ms. Smith

joins the Circulation team after five years of similar work at the Medical
Library on campus, and brings a wealth of experience and excellent references
to her new job.

A very high rate of turnover continues to create problems of continuity
and inadequate staffing, especially at nights and on weekends.

This in

turn reduces dramatically the amount of time dedicated to collection and
stack upkeep (i.e., shelf reading, stack shifting, clean-up shelving) because
shift shortages and staffing with new or untrained students prevent it.
Beginning this year, I plan to document in this report the student workforce
turnover to make a record of and help us to understand the degree to which
15
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we depend on students to help us run the Circulation operation.

It should

be noted that the amount of time it takes us to interview, hire and train
new student employees has become a very significant demand on Circulation
staff workload, especially on that of Loren Hines.

Listed below are

terminated and newly hired student employees in Circulation for this FY:

dates of employment

name
Virginia Burke
Ed Collins
Serge Del Valle Ronin
Gene Haislip
John Lujan
Diana Parker
Tony Romero
Sandra Tatum
Harry Chambers
Walter Lee
Mary Mcintyre
Richard Stott
Jane Tyler

8/22/83 - 6/17/84
5/31/83 - 8/5/83
8/23/83 - 3/28/84
l/10/83 - ll/11/83
6/08/83 - 4/30/84
4/20/83 - l/5/84
6/l/83 - 4/30/84
4/21/83 - 4/30/84
11/15/83 - 5/29/84
6/6/83 - 5/29/84
6/l/83 - 7/19/83
l/23/84 - 5/30/84
8/l/83 - 12/29/84

Ursula Garcia
Cindy Glenn
Gadi Gofbarg
Sonya Maine
Francia McNally
Daphne Pavlides
Tony Romero
Mike Servizio
Mary Taylor

3/l/84 5/22/84 2/1/84 5/29/84 7/19/83 l/17/84 5/17/84 4/22/84 6/l/84 -

*

*

*

*

*

*

Many of the work/study employees have made important contributions
this year.

I wish to especially acknowledge Ursula Garcia for her fine

work with searches and pocketparts, Gadi Gofbarg for his help in interlibrary loans and at the Desk, and Mary Taylor for her ongoing and much
appreciated high level of performance.

16
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CIRCULATION STATISTICS
July
August
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1888
1956
1071
1203
1438
1982

HIGHEST NONTH:
LOWEST NONTH:

July Oct.
Jan.
April Aug.
Jan.

Sept.
Dec.
March
June

Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June

1659
1549
1211
1123
1901
998

TOTAL CIRCULATION .TIJLY 1983
THROUGH JUNE 1984:
17,979

DEC.
JUNE

•• ;>"~

BOOKS PER DAY:

4915
4623
4419
4022

Dec. (1st sem)
- May( 2nd sem)

7650
7443

-zD7
Rank order:

December
August
May
July
January
February
November
March
October
April
September
June

17
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RESERVE STATISTICS
Class reserve check-out:

4886
3613
8499

books and photocopied material checked out by card
video, audio, photocopied material

Desk reserve check-out:
3254
1381
1203
5838

books
tape players
video equipment

Reserves never used:

167

18

~ STATISTICAL COMPILATION FOR FY 1983/84 -- INTERLIBRARY LOANS

OJ

i:' OUR REQUESTS

FY 191'13/84

FY 1982/83

Requested by us but not filled

27

22

Borrowed from other libraries and returned

65

89

IPhoto-copy orders completed by other I ibraries for us

35

70

Pending

II

~

Total number of requests made by us

138

181

Requested by other libraries but not filled

262

239

Loaned to other libraries and returned

191

190

Photo-copy orders completed by us for other libraries

144

137

Total number of requests from other libraries

597

566

TOTAt NUMBER OF REQUESTS SERVICED RY THIS LIBRARY

735

747

REQUESTS RECEIVED FROM OTHER LIBRARIES

0'1

'.•

!m THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

February 20, 1984

To· Desi
Shoemake_rff
Suu~ecT;

Tel-Lmv update, November 29, 1982 throul!h February 19, 1984

I. Usage (number of times each tape was played)

~
661

:!illi
Hot; can I find and hire the right latvyer?

~

177

~
149

Hhat should I do if I've been sued?

80

l·iha t should I do if I have an auto ace ident?

68

Reporting child abuse or neglect

30

Are parents liable for damage caused by
their children?

20

Do I need a will?

257

162

Hhat should I kn01-1 before I rent?

316

139

87

l·ihat should I kn01-1 before I buy a house?

36

11

10

Hhat should I know about divorce?

893

607

468

Total

nu~ber

33

26

of tapes played: 4,230

Total number of calls: 18.259
Average c;alls per day (based on 365 days per year, ALL calls, including ''Night·line"):
Average tapes played per day:
;,v.~rnge

l!l

13.4

hang-ups after "Anst-1er tape" during business hours (per day): 41

Current operating hours: Honday thru Friday, 9am to 6pm (CLOSED evenings, weekends, holiday

II. Comments
Since the correction of the ad in the Yellow .Pages, and the addition of the "Answer Tape"
to handle all incoming calls during operating hours, there are almost no instances of
library staff having to get involved with callers over the phone to explain Tel-Lmo~ and
to listen to callers' legal problems.
There are still several subjects lvhich are heavily requested. No statistics have been
kept since ~larch, 1983 at your request. However, subjects commonly requested (on the
occasional phone contact between caller and library staff person) are: bankruptcy,
child custody, representing self in court, and "legal system".
If the present Tel-La1-1 operation is suitable in terms of your goals for it, I think
that no "oprator" is needed; however, if you expand advertising and tape subjects,
so~:e thought should be given to their impact on the present set-up.

20
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THE REPORT OF THE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984
Richard L. Bowler, Associate Librarian, Reference Services

Teaching
The single most important development in the Reference Department was
the continuing growth of the teaching load shared by the members of the
Department.

With the resuscitation of the Legal Bibliography program for

first year students in Fall Semester 1982, Richard Bowler and Myron Fink
taught a series of classroom lectures on the subject.

Richard Bowler and

Lorenzo Barela, then Legal Research Librarian, gave lectures to small groups
of fitst year students on the use of Lexis, each of which was followed by
a hands-on session conducted by one of the Reference Assistants.

The

teaching load for Legal Bibliography in Fall 1982 amounted to about two
hours every other week plus the preparation of assignments which were graded
by upperclass students.

The teaching load for Legal Bibliography in Spring

1983 amounted to a couple of classroom lectures.

In Spring 1983 Lexis was

taught to the first year students during two weeks of intensive classes in
March.

A total of twenty

1~

hour sessions were conducted (with several extra

pick-up sessions conducted later by Lorenzo Barela) for a total of 30 hours
of teaching split among the teaching force.
Reactions of the student body to the Legal Bibliography curriculum
indicated that the classroom lecture method was not optimal.
were held among Myron Fink, the Reference Department and the

Negotiations
La1~

School

Curriculum Committee resulting in a program by which Myron Fink, Richard
Bowler, Lorenzo Barela (whose participation was cut short by his leaving
on October 19, 1983 for employment with the New Mexico Supreme Court) and
the senior two Reference Assistants, Patricia Wagner and Richard McGoey
would give a series of Legal Bibliography lectures on alternate weeks to
_21
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small groups of first year students in the library during Fall 1983. These
presentations we supplemented by assignments prepared by each of the lecturers
and graded by them as well.

As can be seen this added many hours to the

teaching load of the Reference Department, hours which had to be absorbed
while maintaining all the traditional functions of the department described
in previous reports.

Supplemental lectures in Legal Bibliography by Richard

Bowler in Spring 1984 were the same as the previous year.

The Lexis teaching

load in March 1984 was bigger because of the absence of a Legal Research
Librarian.
The plan for 1984-85 is to increase the Fall Semester Legal Bibliography lectures from 6-7 to 9-10, involve the junior reference assistant,
Susan Magee, in the teaching, and to teach Lexis and the newly acquired Westlaw weekly throughout the school year.

By 1985-86, the plan is for Legal

Bibliography to become a one credit course, meaning teaching sessions every
week of the Fall Semester, and to offer not only beginning training in Lexis
and Westlaw, but an advanced course as well, leading to certification.

This

added teaching load will be partially alleviated by the fact that all three
reference assistants will take part in all aspects (except advanced computer
training} and by the fact that we now have a thoroughly competent Legal Research Librarian, Thaddeus Bejnar, and finally, by Lorraine Lester's work
with the Reference Department, both in regular desk attendance and in teaching
Lexis and Westlaw.

However, even with this extra help, the teaching load

of each person involved in the teaching program will be upwards of six hours
per week in 1985-86, the normal load for a regular member of the law faculty.
This figure, of course, does not include preparation time.
The effect of all of this is that the Reference Department is becoming
so much of an additional teaching center in the Law School that important
adjustments must be made in order to maintain its traditional functions and
22
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recognize the additional duties of its employees.
The adjustments taken to the end of the fiscal year include a start of
a training program for the Department Secretary leading, hopefully, to her
eventually spending some of her time in reference, integrating the Reference
Center law student employee into reference activity when her Prison Project
duties allow, preparing a request for a 3/4 time new Reference Assistant
position (later reduced to

~time

after the beginning of the new fiscal year)

which would be both a microform specialist and do .reference, and integrating
Lorraine Lester into a substantial amount of regularly scheduled desk reference.
These partial solutions will suffice for 1984-85, but will not be adequate in 1985-86 when full semester legal bibliography teaching will likely
begin and when both beginning and advanced computer training will begin on
a weekly basis.

Planning must begin immediately to find new and innovative

means of staffing a department which, by that time will be doing full time
reference and carrying a full time teaching load.

Personnel
Lorenzo Barela left his position in the Law Library as Legal Research
Librarian October 19, 1983 to take a position with the New Mexico Supreme
Court After an extensive search, Thaddeus Bejnar was hired to replace him
effective May 15, 1984.

Mr. Bejnar brings extensive practice experience,

including the area of Indian law, a background in computers and one half
of a library school education to the job, an excellent background.
He is

dividing his time equally between faculty and Reference Center

activities and will be fully involved in our growing teaching activities.
Unlike his predecessors, he is not to be involved in Prison Project activities
(see that division of this report, infra).
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Susan Magee met the requirements for reclassification from LTA II to
Library Specialist during the year and was so reclassified in May 1984,
effective July 1, 1984.

This means that all three present Reference Assist-

ants will be Library Specialists as of the 1984-85 fiscal year.
An ultimately successful project to reclassify Victor Whitmore, Head
of Cataloging, was undertaken by Technical Services resulting in his classification into a new category higher than the Library Specialist category the
Reference Assistants are classed at.

In addition, the General Library of

the University was re-examining the status of its Library Specialists.
Given the new category created by Mr. Whitmore's example and this study,
will be watching in the next year for opportunities to improve the status
of our veteran Reference Assistants.
Upon his graduation in May 1984, Michael Kavanagh left us after two
and one half years of super work as our Prison Project law student.

He

was replaced by Kelly Knight, a first year law student with a background in
probation and parole work.

Patron Services
The most important aspects of patron services this year was the absence
of a Legal Research Librarian for much of it and the increasing teaching
duties described earlier in this report.

Their combined effect was to make

reference desk coverage very thin all too often.

With further increases in

teaching duties, queing of questions and patrons is bound to increase.
The number of tour requests also increased.
to almost all of them.

We continued to respond

However, by year end, serious consideration was

being given by me to a policy that would drastically limit future tour commitments in favor of greater use of the "Self-Guided Tour ... ".
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With the change of administration in the Institute of Public Law our
access to legislative materials from Santa Fe, an important patron service
we have offered for many years, disappeared.

A law student was found who

would periodically make trips and bring back some materials for us.
this was inadequate.

However,

Pat Wagner also made one trip to Santa Fe for us.

It

seems as if these interim arrangements are all ultimately unsatisfactory.
It

is strongly recommended that in the next legislative session the library

pay for the cost of sending a member of the Reference Center staff weekly
to Santa Fe, and for at least one final trip after the session.
The University installed a new phone system during the year.

The net

effect is that with the exception of outgoing long distance calls (which are
now easier to make), there are too many internal lines, too few external
lines, and too many new functions which get in the way of the most effective
use of the system.

Fewer lines and the uniform installation of six-button

phones in Reference are the only realistic solution (short of a receptionist)
available and should be instituted.
In the absence of a Legal Research Librarian, Richard P. McGoey prepared
an Estate Planning bibliography for a member of the faculty.
Photocopy requests from attorneys continued at a high level, with 347
requests received and 9082 pages of paid copies sent out and billed. This
attorney outreach program consumes considerable Reference Assistant and
work/study time, but does have the favorable effect of re-enforcing our role
as a .state wide library.
Finally, the utility of the "Law in the News" table service provided
by the Reference Center was increased by covering the top with plexiglas and
establishing a separate Indian law section.
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Prison Project
The most important change in the Prison Project was to put it under the
direction of Richard McGoey upon Lorenzo Barela's leaving.

This change is

intended to be permanent, subject only to unanticipated personnel changes.
As noted earlier in this report, Kelly Knight replaced Michael Kavanagh as
law student assistant to the project.

Other details of the Project are

contained in the attached report of the Project, pp. 33 and 34.
Reference Center Reconstruction
The growth of work/study staffing (described in last year's report).
the re-integration of the Legal Research Librarian into a Reference Center
office, the prospect of future staff increases (the microform specialist
Reference Assistant) and the prospect of the movement into the Reference
Center of at least two, and as many as five (Lexis, Westlaw and a word
processor terminal being the additional possibilities) computer terminals
showed the need for a physical expansion of the Reference Center.

A study

was undertaken by the University Architect's office which resulted in plans
for more than doubling the size of the Center, and for its enclosure to solve
noise problems that have plagued the public and us for years.
35 - 39 of this report.

See pp.

In the interim, conditions are very crowded even

with our work studies and law student working at carrels outside the Center.
It is hoped that both the funding and the work needed can be provided during
1984-85.

Lexis and Westlaw
Lorraine Lester became Head of Computer Services during the year and
in that capacity took over operational control and maintenance functions for
Lexis and Westlaw.

She was also put in charge of keeping track of and in-

forming us of new developments and arranging any special training we needed
26
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on the systems.

Student training on the systems remained under my overall

direction.
As noted earlier, a new training program was adopted for 1984-85.
Beginning in the Fall of 1984, weekly courses in both systems will be given
during the school year, led by Lorraine Lester, Thaddeus Bejnar, Richard
Bowler and Reference Assistants.
dents.

These courses will be offered to all stu-

As noted earlier, advanced courses leading to certification will be

offered starting Fall 1985.
Administration
After complaints from the faculty about lateness in the filing of the
1982 supplements to NMSA, the Reference Department under Susan Magee's

supervision, at my suggestion, took over all filing of NMSA (except the
copy on Circulation Desk Reserve) supplements that had previously been done
by other library staff.

This has added quite a bit of work to the Reference

Center load, but has also resulted in on-time delivery of correctly filed
faculty sets.
The

re-~wite

of the "Guide to the School of Law Library" which v1as done

under the over-all supervision of Lorraine Lester but with many contributions by Reference Center staff was completed and became available in the
early part of the 1984-85 fiscal year.

This new edition has been changed

greatly from the previous and represents a superb production that will become the centerpiece for introducing people to this library.

To back up

this document another revision of the "Self-Guided Tour" was prepared with
editorial revisions contributed by all the Reference Center staff.
In an attempt to revive a faltering exhibit program, the Reference
Center took over the job of getting people from all over the library to
make exhibits.

The result was that the exhibit case was full an acceptable

amount of the time, and a significant number of exhibits were done by
27
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library staff outside the Reference Center.
personnel included:

Exhibits by Reference Center

Indian Law by Susan Magee (July/August 1983); Coca Cola

Cases by Richard Bowler (September 1983); Do It Yourself Lawbooks by Richard
McGoey (February 1984); Popular Name Cases by Patricia Wagner (March, 1984).
Collection Development
The serials review project continued with a slight change in emphasis
of approach.

Most reviews during the year were carried on by ranking and

coding serial titles as invoices for their renewal were received.

This

gradual approach to the project has made its second year of operation more
manageable.
The microform "Legal

Resources Index" was replaced at my suggestion

by the much lower priced "Current Law Index" when, as a result of my participation in the AALL Indexing of Periodical Literature Committee, I was
able to determine that in the future the differences in coverage no longer
would justify the price difference.
New Mexico Supreme Court Briefs and Records on 16mm. microfilm, being
filmed at and under the auspices of the Court, finally began arriving. This
set, dating back to 1912, will eventually replace all of our hard-copy
Supreme Court Briefs and Records and become a major responsibility for the
ne11 microform specialist Reference Assistant.
Major additions to the collection on which I advised and which will
have continuing budgetary consequences include added copies of the New
Mexico Digest and New Mexico Statutes Annotated, Shepards New Courses of
Action service and the Department of Enera.v Reaulations and Decisions nortions
of CCH Energy Management.

Professional and Community Activities
At the end of the fiscal year, Thaddeus Bejnar and I were planning to
attend the AALL Annual Convention in San Diego at the beginning of July.
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I continued in office as the Consultation Officer for the Rio Grande
Chapter of SLA.

At my suggestion an ad will be placed in the local news-

letter to drum up more business.
I again taught my Spring class in legal research for the Univers·ity
of Albuquerque. Class size was double last year.

Richard McGoey was of

great help in the preparation and grading of assignments.
At the request of the Albuquerque Public School's Gifted Children
Program, I talked with students at Cibola High School about their perceptions of themselves and their future plans.
As part of my continuing work with the UNM Speakers Bureau, I addressed
the Clerks of the U.S. District Court and the Rio Grande Rotary Club.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LEGAL RESEARCH LIBRARIAN
July 1983 to June 1984
Thaddeus P. Bejnar
Lorenzo Barela was the legal research librarian until the end of
September 1983. The position was vacant until I assumed it on May 15, 1984.
The nature of the job responsibilities has changed significantly during the
year, partly in response to the extended absence of a Legal Research Librarian,
partly in response to the developing role of the Reference staff in teaching
Legal Bibliography and partly to the increased library experience that I have
brought to the job.
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LAW FACULTY RESEARCH
Now, as during Lorenzo Barela's tenure, a major function is the handling

of Law Faculty Research requests.

Lorenzo completed the following: Update

bibliography and new case listings on "Right to Counsel" and "search and
Seizure" (Prof. Stelzner 8/13/83); Bibliography on the "Sagebrush Rebellion"
(Prof. Hall 8/23/83);
~1athewson

Circulating List on "Executive Compensation" (Prof.

9/16/83).

I have completed the following: Memo on "Early Conceptions of 'Family
or Domestic Relations' Law" (Prof. Teitelbaum 5/31/84); Updated case listing on "Judicial Out-of-Court Behavior" (Dean Desiderio 6/4/84); Bibliographic materials on "The Liberty Interest" (Prof. Ellis 6/22/84; in addition
to several short answer inquiries.

The new Dialog databases have been quite

useful in answering some requests.
have established a file for each professor's research, research requests and interests and needs.

I look forward to meeting many more of the

faculty when the Fall semester begins.
In addition

have discussed with various faculty members tne role of

the Legal Research Librarian and how to best utilize my expertise.

The

developing model involves me with the faculty's research plan together with
the students, I can assure better use of their time, and· can offer my particular skills in areas where student research is inappropriate.

In this

manner the student researchers benefit and together we can handle many more
faculty requests expeditiously.
li.

AUTOMATED LEGAL RESEARCH
During 1983 Lexi s training

~/as

handled by the Reference Staff.

This

occupied considerable time during peak instructional times, and has resulted
in restructured plans for the coming year.
30
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A WESTLAW terminal was added this year.

However, full integration

into the instructional program will not occur until this coming Fall.
son plans are in development for both systems.

Les-

Seminars will be offered

weekly throughout the year.
Also added this year were search capability in non-legal databases on
the NEXIS and DIALOG systems.
over the LEXIS terminal.

These are pay-as-you-go searches available

Initial reponse has indicated that these will

become increasingly important.

selected study and training materials for

DIALOG and I will be training the Reference Staff on DIAtoG searching
prior to the start of the Fall semester.
III. LEGAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Reference Staff continued during the Fall of 1983 to teach the
Legal Bibliography or Legal Research course, without the assistance of a
Legal Research Librarian.

Since my arrival I have worked in developing the

content of the course to better reflect the needs of the students.

However,

limited time before the start of the Fall semester requires leaving greater
integration of research strategy into the course for the next academic
year.
IV.

I will be teaching a full load in the Fall.
PRISONER REQUESTS
Lorenzo Barela continued to supervise the Reference Staff in handling

requests for legal materials from prisoners in various penal institutions
throughout the state.

Upon his leaving primary responsibility fell upon

Richard McGoey, who ably continued the project under the supervision of the
Reference Librarian, Dick Bowler. The New Mexico State Penitentiary Library
has now assumed primary responsibility for the program, and we now act as
a backup source for harder to find materials.
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OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES
Diving to the temporary absence of a Special Collections Librarian, I have

been sharing those additional duties with respect to the Indian Law Collection
This includes a

with Lorraine Lester.

new display of recent Indian law, collection analysis, selection supgestion and
detailed subject heading assignment.

This has broadened my perspectives and

look forward to working with the new Special Collections Librarian.
brought my own Kaypro 4 computer to my office to aid in the production
of documents, such as memos, bibliographies and this report.

I have been ex-

ploring the possibilities of creating small local databases to replace the
periodical verticle file and to aid Reference in answering certain commonly
asked questions and to replace some of the paper temporary information files
that are currently being maintained.

I hope that the administration will be

able to provide the Reference Staff with a microcomputer in the near future.
I have worked closely with the Reference Staff not only as a backup for
difficult or detailed questions, but also regularly working with patrons.
revised and updated the Self-Guided Tour of the Law Library.

These activities

have exposed me to many of the local practices and have given me a better
understanding of the problems that Reference faces.
VI.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
I am a member of the American Association of Law Libraries.

At the

present time, I am working on my Master's in Library and Information Science
at the University of Texas at Austin.

This past Spring I completed their Law

Librarian course, and special training in computerized searching.
I am a member of the New Mexico State Bar Association and continue to
handle a few legal matters for family and on a pro bono basis.

I expect to

continue my interest and study in property, natural resource and Indian law.
I plan to attend the American Association of Law Libraries meetings in
July.

I have tentatively established contact with the law firm librarians
32
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here in Albuquerque and look foward to meeting with them this Fall.

Prison Project Annual Report
July l, 1983- June 30, 1984
The Prison Project has undergone three noteworthy changes in the
past year.
First, Richard McGoey, one of the reference assistants, took over the
administration of the Project from Lorenzo Barela, the Legal Research
Librarian.
Second, Mike Kavanagh, the student research assistant for the past
two years, graduated.

Kelly Knight, a former N.M. parole and probation

officer and currently a second year law student, replaced Mike in June 1984.
Lastly, an agreement was made with the N.M. Penitentiary in Santa Fe
for it to fill photocopy requests for legal materials from inmates in N.M.
prisons and county jails.

Because the N.M. Penitentiary Law Library col-

lection has been greatly improved, they can now handle most requests by
inmates.

This reduces the role of the Prison Project from primary respon-

sibility to secondary or back-up responsibility.

If requests are received

by the Prison Project for materials that the Penitentiary Library has, the
request is forwarded there.

The Project now acts only as back-up for

materials not available at the Penitentiary.
The total number of requests for this year has remained approximately
the same as last year (300/yr.).

A photocopy cost analysis indicates that

based on a library cost of $.03/p. the total costs were approximately $300
for the last year.

The student research assistant's salary is paid by a
33
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Hyron Fink

SL'llJEcr,

Expansion of the Reference Center

Di ck Bowl e

~-· J.f.)

Attached are the plans for expansion of the Reference Center.
four pages are from the architect.

The first

The last three pages are changes to

the architect's plan we in the Reference Center propose.
would not add significantly to the total cost.

We believe they

The architect's cost

estimates are in the first memorandum attached to this cover note.
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TilE UNIVERSITY OF NEW tvlEXICO
DATE'

December 6, 1983

Richard llmder, Reference Librarian, Lm,• Library

~(1

FROM:

Christopher'''· Larsen, Architect, Office of the University Archite~

SL'IliECT:

Remodeling of Reference Offices
Pursuant to our previous discussions, the preliminary estimate for
Phase I of the remodeling is $4,500.00. This is based on the preliminary
floor plans dated October 24.
Phase 2 of this proposed project Hould consist of closing in the now
open Reference Office pod for better sound isolation and privacy.
Phase 2 of the remodeling

•~ould

include th<: following ,,•ark:

1.

I:xtend c:dsting partitions above the 7 '-4" height to approximately
9'-0" above the floor.

2.

Install a suspended acoustical tile ceiling at approximately the
7'6" height.

3.

Install nel'' fluorescent lighting fixtures in the ceiling system.
S1dtching for these ne1v lights ~>ould also be included to separate
this area from the main library.

4.

Bring the heating, ventilating and air condition4:ng into the
Reference Office pod from above. Tie new area to existing· HVAC
system by means of a "utility column."

The preliminary estimate for accomplishing Phase 2 would be $5,000.00.
If you '''ant to carry this project further and have construction documents
done [or the Hork, please contact either Van Dorn Hooker or me. Again, I
apologize for the dela)' in getting these figures to you.
CliL/meb
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D~rr.:

To:

November 10, 1983

Dick Bowler
Richaru NcGoey

SPnJrcr:

Proposed Phase I Remodeling of the Reference Offices (dl·a11ings dated
10/24/83)
Except fo1· a fe1·1 minor changes, I believe the proposed remodeling
plan is the best compromise to a difficult design problem.
On the attached drawing, I have illustrated four possible·prcblem
areas and on three of them suggested changes.
Point #1 concerns the new West door. I believe this door should be
located farther north near the Assistant Reference Librarian's office.
This ~10uld permit placement of three desks along the west \•tall. Also I
believe this door should open out as illustrated and be automatically
closed. If the newspaper shelf remains in its present position 1 do
not believe this outwa1·d opening door ~10uld constitute a danger to patrons
\•talking by.
Point #2 suggests addi~g a new door in the Southwest corner ofthe
looseleaf filing 1·1ork area so that the clerical assistants may bring
book trucks in and out 1-lithout inte1·fering 1·1i th the main entrance. Also
this would be a convenience for the Reference Assistants to access the
relocated refe1·ence collection. Also I believe the 1·1indows to the side of
this ne1·1 door a1·e important to provide light·-and to' r~void claustrophobia.
In point 13, I suggest considering positioning the main entrance door
slightly furthe1· east. This would give mo1·e room for the outside reference
desk. This desk should be positioned as far east as practical so that it
does not protrude into the main thoroughfare. Also the p1·esent desk (72" x
36") should be switched with a smaller desk (60" x 30"). The main entrance
door should open out1·1ard and "store" against the SE wall as illu~trated.
Point #4 illustrates a problem with no apparent solution. lhe main
thoroughfare to the reading room of the 1ibt·ary is a narrow passage.
rossible congestion in traffic flow is complicated by hto other factoi'S
in addition to the narrow width of this passage. First, this passage is
also the entrance to the very busy Photocopying Room and second, traffic
must turn a sharp blind cot·ner to p1·oceed. I believe this passnge 1-Jill
crcc1tc some t1·af'fic conucsLion but 1 do not believe the problem is so
severe as to warrant aborting the design.
lly final cnncr>rn ubout remodeling otw offices is l imin(J.
I bel !eve
tlwt inslcad Of l'Cll•Odcling in stages 01" phases, 1•/C ShOuld proc:erd \·lith the
entire pliln. I think this construction 1·1ill be very disruptive to Reference
se!'Vices and the1·efore should be done all at one time t.o minimize this
disruption. Also I believe that the quality and price of the I'IOl'k \•till be
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better if done as one project. The ceiling enclosure as I understand it
sounds good. Hy understanding is that the 1·1alls will be extended a foot
or two higher. A flat roof (not visible from the outside) will cover the
offices. The ceilino of the offices will be accoustic tile with built in
liuht fixtu1·es nnd ventilation outlets. Ventilation duct 1·1ork will be
obscured on lhe outside by a cylindrical column simila1· to the other columns
in the old 1 ibrary t·eading room.
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grant through the Law School.

It was agreed that $300 per year was a small

price to pay for the public services rendered by the Project.

THE REPORT OF COMPUTER SERVICES
July 1, 1g33- June 30, 1984
Lorraine Lester
Lorraine Lester was given overall responsibility for the computer services in the Law Library in the fall of 1983.

These included a number of

computerized systems in the Technical Services area of the library, as well
as the legal bibliographic data bases WESTLAW and LEXIS, and the on-line
circulation inventory control system shared with the UNM General Library.
Additional computer and telephone equipment, and future installations will
also fall in her area.
In October of 1983, Ms. Lester attended a special seminar at the
University of Texas, Austin, Law School on Computers in the Law School.
She became the official library recipient for all literature and materials
relating to computers in the law library and took on the responsibility for
being aware of newdevelopments and opportunities in law library computerization.
Ms. Lester arranged for WESTLAW training and set up schedules to accommodate the 3rd Year Law students as well as the Reference Center Staff.
She joined with the Reference Center Staff in the spring of 1984 in offering
LEXIS classes to first year law students.

She also arranged for the Reference

staff and herself to train more intensively on the LEXIS system in downtown
Albuquerque when the LEXIS representative offered advanced courses on several
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occasions.

Both WESTLAW and LEXIS training will be an ongoing part of law

student experience and members of the Reference Staff and Ms. Lester will
teach both systems for a total of 9 hours/week in the upcoming year.
Work continued on implementing the Dataphase on-line Circulation system
at the law library.

Additional equipment was purchased and plans for on-

line circulation extend to start-up sometime after September, 1984.
In spring of 1984, it was decided to pursue the possibility of adopting
the OCLC Acquisitions sub-system at the Law School Library.

Two OCLC sys-

tems are already in force in the Technical Service Department -- the online Cataloging system which accesses the largest bibliographic data base
in the counrty; and the OCLC serials sub-system which allows serial control to be managed on-line in lieu of paper files.

Ms. Lester submitted a

proposal to examine the OCLC Acquisitions system, and arranged for a demonstration of the system in May, 1984. After the demonstration it was agreed
to apply for serious training on the system, and a three day training session
was set up for related law library staff to take place in July, 1984.
In April, Ms. Lester hosted an OCLC name-authority workshop at the
Law School which was' held for 35 librarians from New Mexico and Texas as
well as members of the Law Library Technical Services staff.
Ms. Lester continued to serve on the Executive Board of the State
Chapter of Special Libraries Association as past president, and to function
asEditcrof the State Bulletin of the Association.
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SERIALS DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
July 1, 1983- June 30, 1984
Jerry Phillips
The major change experienced by the Serials Department during the
1983-84 fiscal year was the implementation of the OCLC Serials sub-system.
After an extensive investigation of Serials Sub-system users
of Texas (see Annual Report fo 1982-83), it was

recomm~nded

in the State
that the library

implement the OCLC sub-system and systematically change over from a cardex
serial file to an on-line file.

The full ramifications of this change will

not be fully known until we have been on-line for a few years. However,
some immediate observations are: (1) an automatic claims function which
will allow the library to tag all serials so as to prevent inadvertent lapse
of subscription; (2) direct access to the serial record from any OCLC terminal; (3) because of the sophistication of the Serials Sub-system it is
library specific.

This allows access to the full data base and/or to our

own library's holdings from the same terminal.

This has proven to be

extremely helpful in ways that were not recognizable at the time of implementation.

I have found this feature helpful in doing quick reference in-

quiries as to the availability of books (both monographs and serials) housed
in the Law Library without changing computer systems; (4) by manipulation of
the OCLC bibliographic record in the creation Df our Local Data Records (LOR)
we have been able to save approxumately $1 .35 per serial item cataloged.
Because our holding symbol is added to the bibliographic record at time of
LOR

creation, we are exempt from First Time Use (FTU) charges of $1.70.

We pay only the LOR rate of 35 cents.

The greatest change will be the use

the Reference Department makes of the Serials Sub-system, although it is not
possible to comment on this use until the department receives an OCLC terminal
of their own.
The coding of serial items begun last fiscal year has continued. This
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policy will continue to prove valuable to the Law Librarian and the Reference
staff in maintaining records as to the nature of the serial collection in
terms of a qualitative rating.·
Serials Staff
Due to the death of Patricia Lloyd in March 1984, there have been some
Serial Department staff changes.

It was decided not to replace Pat's position

but to transfer her duties as Government Depository Clerk to Henry Wood of
the Acquisitions Department. This change has remained in effect with good .
results.
for~

Vickie Jaramillo remained in her position and is now responsible
serial check-in.

With the present staff, I do not anticipate any

additional positions being required.
Professional Activities
Jerry Phillips continued to serve on the New Mexico Depository Library
Council; he attended the Workshop on Government Depository Procedures in
Phoenix, Arizona in April 1984.

In addition, he completed 9 more hours of

graduate history courses en route to his second subject masters degree.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CATALOGING DEPARTMENT
July 1, 1983 - June 30, 1984
Victor Whitmore, Head
Management and supervisory changes in the Technical Services Department
set the pattern of changes within the Cataloging Department during the year.
The resignation of the Special Collections Librarian {position still vacant),
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the end of the contract period for the Cataloging Assistant in Special
Collections, and the cancellation of the position of Head of Technical Services, all had major impacts on the Cataloging Department.
The position of. Technical Services librarian was cancelled, effective
December 1, 1983, Lorrained Lester being reassigned as Administrative and
Systems Librarian.

Myron Fink, Law Librarian, assumed direct supervisory

duties over the technical services personnel.

The Head of Cataloging, Victor

Whitmore, now reports administratively to the Law Librarian, there being no
administrative intermediary, viz, Technical Services Librarian.
The absence of a Special Collections Librarian created various problems,
some as yet unresolved, for the Cataloging Department.

Still absent in

Technical Services since the position became vacant August 1, 1983, are
expertise in American Indian tribal law and history, continuing contacts
with Tribal Officers and Indian law pracitioners, fluency in Spanish language,
knowledge of Latin American legal materials and publishers, etc.

Materials

formerly cataloged by the Special Collections Librarian have been delegated,
piece-meal to cataloging staff as time permits.
Internally, several significant procedural changes were implemented
during the year, including changes in cataloging workflow, retrospective
conversion procedures, and improved coordination with the Serials Department
regarding decisions involving materials to be cataloged as serials.

Work-

flow within the Cataloging Department was redesigned to enhance efficiency
and to minimize interdepartmental redundancy of effort.

Retrospective con-

version procedures were implemented which will allow the

tran~ition

to on-

line circulation of Library materials, expected to begin mid-October, 1984.
During the year the backlog of cataloging of new acquisitions which had
grown to unmanageable proportions during the labelling project, was completely eliminated.

Cataloging staff attached OCR labels to the majority

of the twenty thousand volumes labelled in fiscal year 1982-83; in addition,
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there were thousands of bibliographic problems involved in the loading of
the Data Phase system database which had to be resolved during the same year.
The result was an enormous backlog of current materials to be cataloged,
which, as stated, has now been eliminated.
More than twenty thousand catalog cards were filed during the 83-84
fiscal year, and almost four thousand bibliographic records were added to
the database via the On-line Link with OCLC.
Total Law Library bibliographic records in local database now 28,000,
an estimated 60% of all Library titles.

Item records in database now 41,000,

an estimated 30% of all volumes in Library.
Plans and Recommendations
The Data Phase ALIS II system has demonstrated its adequacy as a library
system incorporating automated circulation capabilities with on-line bibliographic access.

Public access capabilities exist within the system at pre-

sent, requiring only the purchase and installation of additional terminals
withing the Library to make possible the dismantling of the various bibliographic card files, and the implementation of total library automation.
The Cataloging Department expects to have completed the process of
conversion of card files to on-line files, without additional staff, by 1999.
New retrospective conversion procedures, which will accelerate the present
rate of conversion, will, however, be implemented in.the 84-85 fiscal year.
These procedures are expected to include the conversion of records for titles
which have not circulated and have not therefore been sent to the Cataloging
Department from the Circulation Department.

Creation of item records will

also be accelerated by the conversion of entire sets at the time any one item
in the set is handled.
The Department anxiously awaits the hiring of a full-time Special Collections Librarian, to return the cataloging of special materials to the
Library's former high standards, and to resume the precious level of coordi48
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·nation between the Technical Services Department and other Law School offices
and agencies.
Changes in Cataioging Staff
Ms. Qenise Luna joined the cataloging staff November 2, 1983, replacing
Ms. Alice Sickels as Cataloging Typists.

Ms. Sickels resigned, effective

August 31, 1983.
Professional Activities
Mr. Victor Whitmore attended the American Library Association Resources
and Technical Services Division's Regional Institute on Authorities, held
at the Albuquerque Convention Center, September 21-23, 1983. Other activities
included training for OCLC Serials Su-system and attendance of various
demonstrations and workshops on On-line Library systems.
Ms. Bette Stephens,

Ms. Elizabeth Malone, and Ms. Denise Luna attended

the Name Authority File Workshop, held April 10, 1983 at the University of
New Mexico Law School, sponsored by the AMIGOS Bibliographic Network.
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Copy Services

Repor~

Number of copies
Copier #1 (coin-op)
#2 (coin-op)
#3
#4
#5
#6

Totals:

for 1983-84
FY 1982-83
:117,108
121,291
259,369
235,383
222,862
345,294
1,301,307

Revenues

68,596.00

FY 1983-84
111904
132,132
251,970
234,843
268,892
403,335

Increase (decrease)
over/ (Under) FY 1982-83
(5204)
10841
(7399)
(540)
46030
58041

1,403,076

101,769

76,607.33

8, 011.33

..

t.1l

0

0Eeratin2 ExEenses

FY 1982-83

FY 1983-84

Copier
Copier
Copier
Copier
Copier
Copier

2,122.38
3,584.64'.
3,324.74
4,920.63
9,573.72
2,784.29
26,310.40

1,835.67
2,066.40
3,111.79
3,027.63
6,183.29
3,504.88
19,729.66

#1 (coin-op)
#2 (coin-op)
#3
#4
#5
#6

Supplies

11,092.68

8,817.06

(6,580.74)
2,275.62

Total operating expenses (operating expenses + supplies + r~aining purchase payments) =$35,695.50
Profits
Summary:

31,192.92

40 ~ 9 ll~SO

· 9,718.58

During FY1983-84 a total of 1,403,076 copies were made on Library copiers at a total operatin9 cost
of 35,695,50· Revenues realized were 76,607.33.
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LAW LIBRARY STATISTICS 1983/84
Number of cataloged volumes on June 30, 1983
Number of volumes added (net) in 1983/84
Number of cataloged volumes on June 30, 1984

172,500
4,901
177,401

Number of periodical titles being received at end, 1983/84
Number of other serial titles being received -- end, 1983/84
Other processed materials added:
Government publications (new titles only-- also included
in above volume count)
Maps
Microfilm (reels)
Microfiche (pieces)

786
1,650
220 + 46 fiche
0

735
23,434

Number of new titles cataloged

2,873

Volumes added (gross)
By purchase (includes serials added volumes)
By gift and exchange (new titles)
By binding of periodicals
By US Govt Depository (new titles)
By New Mexico State Depository (new titles)
From storage

6,850
5,301
324
l ,003
169 + 41 fiche
26
27

Binding
Books
Periodicals
Other (rebinds)

93
l ,003

219

Photographic Services (photocopy prints)
Circulation
Number of regular loans
Number of reserve transactions
Desk reserve
·
Class reserve
Miscellaneous (video, ~udio, exams, etc.)
Number of Interlibrary loans
Loaned
Requested but not loaned
Photocopied by Law Library
Borrowed by Law Library
Photocopied for Law Library
Total requests by Law Library including not filled
Total requests from other libraries " II II
Hours of student assistance
On Library budget
On Work-study

1,403,076
17.979
14,337
5,838
4,886
3,613
191
262
144
65
35
138
597
274.5
16,232.4

Number of regular staff members (FTE)
Professional
Clerical
Technical
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5.0
6.75
9.75

.
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-Cost of Renewal of Serial Services
and backfiles
Cost of new serial titles
(average cost per serial:

207,162.89

116.21)

Cost of new monographs
(average cost per monograph:

27.98)

11,852.95
19,783.20
9,908.25

Cost of OCLC on-line cataloging

75,232,56
4,113.30
8,933.50
365,724.32
22,690.87
1,720.26

Supplies and Expenses
Equipment and Furniture
Binding.
Salaries
Student Assistants
Other
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